Abstract. With the rapid development of information, Air control command has become an inevitable trend in the development of Early Warning Aircraft. This leads to target threat assessment in multi-object multi-target. In this paper, the geometrical relationship of target, protected-object and Early Warning Aircraft be studied, and got the number of target threat factors by coordinate transforming. Then, according to principle of iteration, the synthetic target threat assessment of multi-object multi-target system is calculated by using the multi gray incidence analysis method. Example is given in the end for calculation. The result shows that the threat level evaluation algorithm presented in this paper is coincident with the actual situation, and easy to implement in engineering.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information, Early Warning Aircraft faces the challenge of multitask, in which Air control command is one of its vital functions. So it is arising to sequence target threat in multi-object multi-target.
Adopting the conservational gray correlation analysis method selecting positive ideal sequence as a reference sequence, weighted associate degree, using it as a comprehensive evaluation index for assessment sequence target [1] [2] . Document [3] [4] based on document1 adopt gray zone as the value matrix element. Document [5] [6] is based on conservational gray correlation analysis method. The program utilizing the correlation between positive ideal program and negative ideal program, obtaining new objective function using least squares that solve the square averaging of positive and negative correlation, adopt this objective function as comprehensive evaluation index of the value program. However these documents just research target threat assessment in single object multitarget, not pay attention to ta preventing destruction of the target when Early Warning Aircraft when carrying out its mandate, and when target threat assessment need to consider the impact on the overall by target This paper, adopting multi gray incidence analysis method, using packet delivery principle, make depth study for target threat assessment in multi-object multi-target attack. Simulation result shows that the evaluation algorithm in this paper is consistent with the actual situation.
Battlefield Situation Analysis
Warning airborne radar get target data ( , , ) R θ α , R,θ,α respectively are relative distance, azimuth angle, pitch angle, and target radial velocity r V . When doing the evaluation threat for the protectedtarget, it cannot be used directly the airborne radar measurement data, and need to convert measured parameter. Parameter converting diagrammatic drawing is shown in figure1. Formula for pole coordinate system converting rectangular coordinate system as: 
Model Building Factors for Influencing Air-Attack Target Threat Level
According to the target data offered by Early Warning Aircraft, analysis factors for influencing airattack target threat level: 1) Flight altitude; the higher the flight altitude, the lower the threat level.
2) Relative distance; the farther the relative distance, the lower the threat level.
3) The number of formation; the less the number of the formation, the lower the threat level. 4) IFF; three kinds of IFF: enemy, unknown, friend, it is defined as the value: 1 enemy, 2 unknown, 3, friend. The less the IFF number, the lower the threat level. 5) Radial velocity; the greater the radial velocity, the higher the threat level. 6) Target type; it is defined the corresponding values were 1-6. The smaller the number, the lower the threat level.
Non-Dimensional Treatment
Suppose Early Warning Aircraft need to protect K targets, at the same time there are n targets, each one attribute has m, attribute value bij represent attribute pj of target si, defining matrix B=(bij)n*m as judgment matrix. To make every attribute comparable, we do non-dimensional treatment for the matrix.
For the benefit attributes, its property value the bigger the better: 
Threat Evaluation Algorithm Steps
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Case Analysis
Once Early Warning Aircraft preforming a particular task, need to protect two targets from attack, assuming the protected target as a point target. Suppose when the Early Warning Aircraft is in a certain position, its radar find five groups of target, and fly towards the Early Warning Aircraft. After airborne sensors detecting has got the target data, the data is shown in chart1, setting Early Warning Aircraft coordinates (0, 0, 0), protected-targets coordinate (100,-250,-9), unit: kilometer. As far as Early Warning Aircraft concerned, five groups target comprehensive threat evaluation coefficient are: 0.5496, 0.5478, 0.5919, 0.8180, and 0.7070. Target assessment is group4>group5> group3>group1>group2. As far as both Early Warning Aircraft and protected object concerned, five groups target comprehensive threat evaluation coefficient are: 0.5739, 0.5752, 0.6295, 0.8557, and 0.7234. Target assessment is group4>group5>group3>group2>group1.
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Conclusion
In this paper, starting from the Early Warning Aircraft carrying out combat missions, and Early Warning Aircraft's command center status for functional tasks, considering the overall for the target threat assessment problem, I do the research. Regard Early Warning Aircraft and target as a whole, suppose five groups target attacking from different directions, adopting triple grey correlation method, do threat evaluation for the five groups target. as for Early Warning Aircraft, the target threat assessment sequence is group4> group5>group3>group1>group2. Target threat assessment sequence is group4>group5>group3>group2> group1. we can know the second group target tend to the protected target for both Early Warning Aircraft and object, when the Early Warning Aircraft sequences the five groups target it raise the second group one level, ahead the first group, protect target from attacking.
